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ABSTRACT

We present the analysis of a binary microlensing event KMT-2016-BLG-2052, for which the lensing-induced
brightening of the source star lasted for 2 seasons. We determine the lens mass from the combined measure-
ments of the microlens parallax πE and angular Einstein radius θE. The measured mass indicates that the lens
is a binary composed of M dwarfs with masses of M1 ∼ 0.34 M⊙ and M2 ∼ 0.17 M⊙. The measured relative

lens-source proper motion of µ∼ 3.9 mas yr−1 is smaller than ∼ 5 mas yr−1 of typical Galactic lensing events,
while the estimated angular Einstein radius of θE ∼ 1.2 mas is substantially greater than the typical value of
∼ 0.5 mas. Therefore, it turns out that the long time scale of the event is caused by the combination of the
slow µ and large θE rather than the heavy mass of the lens. From the simulation of Galactic lensing events with
very long time scales (tE & 100 days), we find that the probabilities that long time-scale events are produced by
lenses with masses ≥ 1.0 M⊙ and ≥ 3.0 M⊙ are ∼ 19% and 2.6%, respectively, indicating that events produced
by heavy lenses comprise a minor fraction of long time-scale events. The results indicate that it is essential to
determine lens masses by measuring both πE and θE in order to firmly identify heavy stellar remnants such as
neutron stars and black holes.
Subject headings: gravitational lensing: micro – binaries: general
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From dozens per year when the first-generation mi-
crolensing experiments (Alcock et al. 1993; Udalski 1993;
Aubourg et al. 1993) were conducted, the detection rate
of microlensing events has greatly increased and currently
more than 2500 microlensing events are annually detected
(Udalski et al. 2015; Bond et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2018b). The
dramatic increase of the event rate became possible by vari-
ous factors including the development of advanced event find-
ing algorithms, the increased observational cadence thanks to
upgraded instruments, and the addition of new surveys. As
the event rate increases, the scientific scope of microlensing
has also expanded from the original use of detecting Galac-
tic dark matter in the form of massive compact halo ob-
jects (Paczyński 1986) into various fields including extraso-
lar planet searches (Mao & Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb
1992).

A small fraction of microlensing events last for very long
durations. Such long time-scale events are of scientific im-
portance for various reasons. First, lenses of these events
are candidates of heavy stellar remnants such as neutron
stars (NSs) and black holes (BHs) (Shvartzvald et al. 2015;
Wyrzykowski et al. 2016). The event time scale, which is de-
fined as the time for the source to cross the angular Einstein
radius θE of the lens, is related to the physical parameters of
the lens system by

tE =
θE

µ
=

√
κMπrel

µ
, (1)

where M is the lens mass, µ is the relative lens-source proper
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motion, κ = 4G/(c2au), πrel = πL − πS = au(D−1
L − D−1

S ) repre-
sents the relative lens-source parallax, and DL and DS denote
the distances to the lens and source, respectively. Because the
time scale is proportional to the square root of the lens mass,
very long time-scale events are more likely to be produced
by heavy lenses. Second, the chance to measure a microlens
parallax πE is high for long time-scale events. As an event
time scale approaches or exceeds the orbital period of Earth,
i.e., 1 yr, the relative lens-source motion departs from recti-
linear due to Earth’s orbital motion. This induces long-term
deviations in lensing light curves, microlens-parallax effects,
and the analysis of the deviation yields πE (Gould 1992). The
microlens parallax is related to the lens mass and distance by

M =
θE

κπE

(2)

and

DL =
au

πEθE +πS

, (3)

respectively (Gould 2000b). Therefore, the physical lens
parameters can be significantly better defined with the ad-
ditional constraint of the microlens parallax (Han & Gould
1995). Third, long time-scale events produced by binary
lenses are especially important because one can additionally
measure the angular Einstein radius. This is because binary-
lens events usually produce caustic-crossing features in lens-
ing light curves. This part of the light curve is affected by
finite-source effects, and the analysis of the deviation enables
one to measure the Einstein radius. With the measurement of
both πE and θE, the lens mass can be uniquely determined and
the nature of the lens can be revealed.

In this work, we present the analysis of a binary microlens-
ing event KMT-2016-BLG-2052. For the event, the lensing-
induced magnification of the source flux lasted for two years
from the beginning of 2016 bulge season until the end of 2017
season. The light curve of the event also exhibits a caustic-
crossing feature that was densely resolved. We characterize
the lens by estimating the mass from the simultaneous mea-
surements of πE and θE.

2. OBSERVATION AND DATA

The lensing event KMT-2016-BLG-2052 occurred on a star
located toward the Galactic bulge field with equatorial coordi-
nates (RA,dec)J2000 =(17:41:19.50, -27:40:19.67), which cor-
responds to Galactic coordinates (l,b) = (0.58◦,1.47◦). Due
to the closeness to the Galactic center, the source star was
heavily extincted by dust.

The event was identified by applying the Event Finder al-
gorithm (Kim et al. 2018a,b) to the 2016 season data acquired
by Korea Microlensing Telescope Network (KMTNet) survey
(Kim et al. 2016). The survey uses three identical 1.6 m tele-
scopes that are globally located at the Cerro Tololo Interamer-
ican Observatory in Chile, the South African Astronomical
Observatory in South Africa, and the Siding Spring Obser-
vatory in Australia. We designates the individual KMTNet
telescopes as KMTC, KMTS, and KMTA, respectively. The
observations were conducted mostly in I band with occasional
V -band observations for the source color measurement. The
source is located in the BLG15 field for which observations
were conducted at one-hour cadence. The data were reduced
using the pySIS photometry software package (Albrow et al.
2009) that is developed on the basis of the Difference Image
Analysis technique (Alard & Lupton 1998; Woźniak 2000).

For the KMTC data set, additional photometry is conducted
using the software package DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993)
for the construction of color-magnitude diagram and the mea-
surement of the source color. The data sets used in the anal-
ysis are composed of 1168, 1132, and 410 points collected
from the KMTC, KMTS, and KMTA observations, respec-
tively.

The event was also observed in 2015 and 2017 seasons us-
ing the 3.8 m United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT
Micro-lensing survey: Shvartzvald et al. 2017). UKIRT ob-
servations were conducted in H band and aperture photome-
try is used for reduction. The data were used for the source
color measurement. The UKIRT data set is composed of 142
and 75 points taken in 2015 and 2017 seasons, respectively.

In Figure 1, we present the light curve of the event. The
most important characteristics of the event is its long dura-
tion. The lensing-induced magnification of the source flux
started from the beginning of 2016 bulge season and contin-
ued until the end of the season. Due to the scientific impor-
tance of a long time-scale caustic-crossing binary lens event,
we have incorporated additional data from the 2017 season.
Surprisingly, the event continued until the end of 2017 sea-
son. The light curve is featured by a bump centered at HJD′ =
HJD − 2450000 ∼ 7600 and a sharp spike at HJD′ ∼ 7630.
See Figure 2, where we present the enlarged view around the
features. These bump and spike features are produced when a
source approaches close to the cusp and passes over the fold
of a caustic formed by a binary lens, respectively. Binary-
lens caustics form closed curves and thus caustic crossings
occur in pairs and the light curve between the caustic cross-
ings is characterized by a “U”-shape trough. From the partial
U-shape feature observed during 7630 . HJD′ . 7680, it is
very likely that the second caustic crossing (and, possibly, ad-
ditional caustic-related features) occurred during the 4-month
period when the bulge field was not observed as it passed be-
hind the Sun. Because the event did not return to the baseline
until the end of 2017 season, we incorporate additional data
collected during the 2018 season in the analysis for the secure
baseline measurement.

3. ANALYSIS

Because the bump and spike are characteristic features of
binary lens events, we conduct modeling of the observed light
curve based on the binary-lens interpretation. Under the as-
sumption that there is no acceleration in the relative lens-
source motion, a binary lensing light curve is described by
7 principal parameters. Four of these parameters describe the
lens-source approach including the time of the closest source
approach to a reference position of the lens, t0, the source-
reference separation at that time, u0, the event time scale tE,
and the angle between the source trajectory and the binary
axis, α (source trajectory angle). For the reference lens po-
sition, we use the center of mass. Two parameters s and
q represent the projected separation (normalized to θE) and
mass ratio between the binary lens components, respectively.
The last parameters ρ, which is defined as the ratio of the
angular source radius θ∗ to θE (normalized source radius), is
needed to account for finite-source effects which cause devi-
ations in lensing light curves when the source crosses over or
approaches close to caustics.

We begin modeling the light curve with the principal
binary-lensing parameters under the assumption that the rel-
ative lens-source motion is rectilinear. The modeling is con-
ducted in two steps. In the first step, we conduct a grid search
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FIG. 1.— Light curve of KMT-2016-BLG-2052. The curve superposed on the data points represents the binary-lensing model. The lower panel shows the
residual from the model.

FIG. 2.— Enlarged view of the light curve covering the observed portion
of the features induced by the binary caustic.

for s and q, while the other parameters are searched for using
a downhill approach based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) method. This preliminary search yields a χ2 map
in the (logs, logq) plane from which we identify local min-
ima and possible degenerate solutions. Because the nature of
the lens is not known in advance, we inspect a wide range of
binary separations and mass ratios. The inspected ranges are
−1.0< logs < 1.0 and −5.0< logq< 1.0. For the local min-
ima found from this preliminary search, we then refine the

solutions by allowing all lensing parameters to vary. From
this preliminary modeling, we identify a solution with s ∼ 1.4
and q ∼ 0.26. The model describes the overall light curve.
However, it leaves substantial residuals, especially around the
main features of the bump and caustic-crossing spike.

Because the event lasted for ∼ 2 years, the assumption of
a rectilinear relative lens-source motion may not be valid due
to either the orbital motion of the observer, i.e., Earth, or of
the binary lens. We, therefore, test whether the fit improves
with the consideration of the higher-order effects caused by
the orbital motions of Earth (microlens-parallax effect) and
the lens (lens-orbital effect). Modeling the light curve consid-
ering the microlens-parallax effect requires two additional pa-
rameters πE,N and πE,E , which denote the north and east com-
ponents of the microlens-parallax vectorπE = (πrel/θE)(µ/µ),
respectively. Consideration of the lens-orbital motion also re-
quires to include additional parameters. Under the approxi-
mation that the positional changes of the lens components are
small during the event, the effect is described by the two pa-
rameters of ds/dt and dα/dt, which denote the change rates
of the binary separation and the orientation angle of the bi-
nary axis relative to the source trajectory, respectively. When
microlens-parallax effects are considered, it is known that
there exist a pair of degenerate solutions with u0 > 0 and
u0 < 0 due to mirror symmetry of the source trajectory with
respect to the binary axis: “ecliptic degeneracy” (Smith et al.
2003; Skowron et al. 2011). Therefore, we test the degener-
acy whenever microlens-parallax effects are considered.

In Table 1, we list the χ2 values of the tested models.
The “standard” model designates the solution obtained un-
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FIG. 3.— Distributions of ∆χ2 in the planes of the higher-order lensing
parameter pairs. The color coding indicates points in the MCMC chain within
1σ (red), 2σ (yellow), 3σ (green), 4σ (cyan), and 5σ (blue) with respect to
the best-fit value. The distributions are for the u0 > 0 solution.

TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF MODELS.

Model χ2

Standard 3159.7
Orbit 2721.8
Parallax (u0 > 0) 2712.6

(u0 < 0) 2712.7
Orbit+Parallax (u0 > 0) 2675.2

(u0 < 0) 2691.2

der the assumption of a rectilinear relative lens-source mo-
tion. In the “orbit” and “parallax” models, we separately
consider the lens-orbital and microlens-parallax effects, re-
spectively. In the “orbit+parallax” model, we simultaneously
consider both higher-order effects. We find that higher-order
effects greatly improve the fits. As measured by the differ-

ence in χ2 values, the improvement is ∆χ2 ∼ 434 and ∼ 447
with respect to the standard model when the lens-orbital and
microlens-parallax effects are separately considered, respec-
tively. When both higher-order effects are simultaneously

considered, the fit improves by ∆χ2 ∼ 485. It is found that
the degeneracy between u0 > 0 and u0 < 0 solutions is mod-

erately severe with ∆χ2 ∼ 16. Considering that the improve-
ment by the individual higher-order effects are similar, it is
likely that both the microlens-parallax and lens-orbital effects
are important to precisely describe the observed light curve.
It is known that both higher-order effects cause qualitatively
similar deviations in lensing light curves (Batista et al. 2011;
Skowron et al. 2011; Han et al. 2016). In Figure 3, we present

the ∆χ2 distributions of MCMC points in the planes of the
higher-order lensing parameter pairs to show the correlations
between the higher-order lensing parameters. It shows that
the πE,N–ds/dt and πE,E–dα/dt parameter pairs are closely
correlated. To check the region of the fit improvement by
the higher-order effects, in Figure 4, we plot the cumula-

tive distribution of ∆χ2 between the models with and with-
out the higher-order effects. For all data sets, the fit improves

FIG. 4.— Cumulative distribution of ∆χ2 between the models with and
without the higher-order effects. The thick black solid curve is for the whole
data and the thin curves with different colors are for the individual data sets.
The light curve in the upper panel is presented to show the region of fit im-
provement.

TABLE 2
BEST-FIT LENSING PARAMETERS.

Parameter u0 > 0 u0 < 0
t0 (HJD′) 7709.427 ± 0.823 7709.939 ± 0.592
u0 0.174 ± 0.009 -0.204 ± 0.006
tE (days) 111.53 ± 0.78 112.57 ± 0.45
s 0.957 ± 0.005 0.958 ± 0.001
q 0.507 ± 0.011 0.525 ± 0.011
α (rad) 4.258 ± 0.022 -4.206 ± 0.011

ρ (10−3) 2.71 ± 0.07 2.84 ± 0.04
πE,N 0.193 ± 0.008 0.210 ± 0.009
πE,E 0.211 ± 0.006 0.192 ± 0.008

ds/dt (yr−1) 0.503 ± 0.049 0.467 ± 0.012

dα/dt (rad yr−1) 0.984 ± 0.068 -0.956 ± 0.090

NOTE. — HJD′ = HJD − 2450000.

throughout the event.
In Table 2, we present the lensing parameters of the best-fit

solutions. Because the degeneracy between the u0 > 0 and
u0 < 0 solutions is moderately severe, we present the lensing
parameters of both solutions. From the lensing parameters,
it is found that the event was produced by a binary with a
mass ratio q ∼ 0.5 and a projected separation very close to
the Einstein radius, i.e., s ∼ 1.0. As anticipated, the mea-
sured event time scale, tE ∼ 112 days, is very long. We
note that the lensing parameters of the u0 > 0 and u0 < 0
solutions are roughly in the relation (u0,α,πE,N ,dα/dt) ↔
−(u0,α,πE,N ,dα/dt) due to the mirror symmetry of the lens
system configuration (Skowron et al. 2011).

In Figure 5, we present the lens system configuration in
which the source trajectory (curve with an arrow) with re-
spect to the caustic (closed curve with 6 cusps) and the indi-
vidual lens components (open circles marked by M1 and M2)
are shown. The presented configuration is for the u0 > 0 so-
lutions. We note that the configuration of the u0 < 0 solution
is almost in mirror symmetry with respect to the M1–M2 axis
compared to the u0 > 0 solution. Because the lens positions
and the resulting shape of the caustic vary in time due to the
change of the binary separation caused by the lens-orbital ef-
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FIG. 5.— Configurations of the lens system. The curve with an arrow
is the source trajectory and the cuspy closed figure represent the caustics.
The small open circles marked by M1 and M2 represent the positions of the
lens components. Because the lens position and the caustic shape vary due
to the orbital motion, we present lens positions and caustics at two epochs
of HJD′ = 7600 and 7630. The part of the source trajectory marked in thin
line represents the region during which the bulge field was not observed as it
passed behind the Sun. The inset shows the zoom around the region of caustic
entrance. Coordinates are centered at the barycenter of the binary lens and
lengths are scaled to the Einstein radius corresponding to the total mass of
the lens.

fect, we present caustics at two epochs of HJD′ = 7600 (at
the time of the bump) and HJD′ = 7630 (at the time of the
caustic entrance). Due to the closeness of the binary separa-
tion to unity, the caustic forms a closed curve with 6 cusps and
folds, i.e., a resonant caustic. The configuration shows that the
source approached close to the cusp located in the lower right
part of the caustic producing the bump and passed over the ad-
jacent fold of the caustic producing the caustic-crossing spike.
The U-shape trough was produced during the passage of the
source inside the caustic. According to the best-fit model,
the source exited the caustic by passing over the lower left
fold at HJD′ ∼ 7695 (2016-11-02). Then, the source addi-
tionally passed the tip of the nearby cusp on HJD′ ∼ 7715
(2016-11-22) and approached the tip of the upper left cusp on
HJD′ ∼ 7778 (2017-01-24), resulting in a multiple-peak light
curve. Unfortunately, these additional features were not be
covered because the bulge could not be observed from Earth.

We note that the lensing parameters cloud have been better
constrained if these additional caustic-related features could
have been observed. This is because these features are very
sensitive to the small changes of the lensing parameters due to
the special lens-system configuration in which the source ap-
proaches very close to the caustic. The high sensitivity of the
unseen caustic features to the lensing parameters is demon-
strated in Figure 6, where we present model light curves for
4 different solutions within 3σ level from the best-fit solution
(black curve). It is found that the model light curve signif-
icantly varies even for slight differences in the lensing pa-
rameters. It is known that multiple-peak features in lensing
light curves help to better constrain lens systems (An & Gould
2001; Udalski et al. 2018). If they had been observed, there-

FIG. 6.— Variation of the unobserved part of the light curve. Presented
are the model light curves for 4 different solutions within 3σ level from the
best-fit solution (black curve).

FIG. 7.— Zoom of the light curve around the time of the caustic crossing.
The curve plotted over data points is the model light curve.

fore, the lensing parameters, especially the higher-order pa-
rameters, could have been determined with improved preci-
sion and accuracy.

Finite-source effects are clearly detected during the caus-
tic crossing. In Figure 7, we present the zoom of the light
curve around the time of the caustic entrance. It shows that
the crossing, which lasted for ∼ 3 days, was densely and con-
tinuously covered from the combined observations using the
globally distributed telescopes. Analysis of this part of the

light curve yields a normalized source radius of ρ∼ 2.7×10−3

and a source self-crossing time scale of t∗ = ρtE ∼ 0.3 days.
The duration between the time of the source star’s touch to
the fold of the caustic, at HJD′

1 = 7627.8, and the peak of the

caustic crossing, at HJD′
2 = 7630.2, is ∆t ∼ 2.4 days. For

static caustic, this duration corresponds to ∆t = 1.7(t∗/sinφ),
where φ ∼ 6◦ is the angle between the source trajectory and
the fold of the caustic (Gould & Andronov 1999). Then, the
apparent caustic-crossing time scale estimated from ∆t is
t∗,app = (sinφ/1.7)∆t ∼ 0.15 days, which is ∼ 2 times shorter
than the value estimated from t∗ = ρtE ∼ 0.3 days. We find that
the difference between t∗,app and t∗ is due to the movement of
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FIG. 8.— Zoom of the caustic configuration around the time of the caustic
crossing. The four curves in different colors represent fold caustics at dif-
ferent times marked in the legend and the line with an arrow is the source
trajectory. The two orange circles represent the source at the beginning and
end of the caustic crossing.

the caustic caused by the lens orbital motion. This is shown in
Figure 8 where we present the zoom of the caustic configura-
tion around the time of the caustic crossing. It shows that the
caustic moves rapidly toward right direction while the source
moves slightly toward left direction. This causes t∗,app shorter
than t∗.

4. NATURE OF THE LENS

4.1. Angular Einstein Radius

From the relations in Equations (2) and (3), one needs two
quantities of πE and θE to uniquely determine the physical
parameters of the lens mass and distance. The microlens par-
allax is estimated from the measured microlens-parallax pa-

rameters by πE = (π2
E,N + π2

E,E )1/2. The angular Einstein ra-

dius is estimated from the measured normalized source radius
by θE = θ∗/ρ, where the θ∗ is the angular source radius. To
determine the angular Einstein radius, then, it is required to
estimate θ∗.

The angular source radius is estimated based on the de-
reddened color and brightness. To calibrate instrumental color
and magnitude, we use the centroid of red giant clump (RGC),
for which the color and brightness are known, as a refer-
ence (Yoo et al. 2004). The measured instrumental I-band
brightness of the source is I = 17.19± 0.02, but the V -band
brightness cannot be measured due to the poor photometry
caused by severe extinction. Instead of V -band photometry,
we use H-band UKIRT data for the color measurement. Fig-
ure 9 shows the UKIRT data superposed by the model curve.
From model fitting, it is found that the H-band source bright-
ness is H = 15.75± 0.08 and thus I − H = 1.44± 0.08. To
find the reference position of the RGC centroid, we construct
an (I − H, I) color-magnitude diagram by matching KMTC
I-band and UKIRT H-band data. Figure 10 shows the con-
structed (I − H, I) color-magnitude diagram. The position of
the RGC centroid is (I − H, I)RGC = (1.11,14.85). From the

FIG. 9.— UKIRT data superposed by the model light curve.

TABLE 3
EINSTEIN RADIUS AND RELATIVE PROPER MOTION.

Parameter u0 > 0 u0 < 0
θE (mas) 1.20 ± 0.13 1.14 ± 0.12

µgeo (mas yr−1) 3.91 ± 0.42 3.71 ± 0.40

µhel (mas yr−1) 2.82 ± 0.30 2.85 ± 0.31
ψ 21◦ 166◦

known values of (V − I, I)0,RGC = (1.06,14,43) (Bensby et al.
2011; Nataf et al. 2013) and using the color-color relation
(Bessell & Brett 1988), the de-reddened I − H color and I-
band magnitude of the RGC centroid are (I − H, I)0,RGC =
(1.29,14.43). Combined with the measured offsets in color
∆(I − H) and magnitude ∆I of the source with respect to the
RGC centroid, we find that the de-reddened color and bright-
ness of the source are (I −H, I)0 = (I −H, I)0,RGC +∆(I −H, I) =
(1.62±0.08,16.77±0.02). The measured (I −H)0 color of the
source corresponds to (V − I)0 = 1.51. This, combined with
the brightness, indicates that the source is a K-type subgiant.
Once the de-reddened color of the source is determined, we
then convert V − I into V − K using the color-color relation of
Bessell & Brett (1988) and then estimate θ∗ using the rela-
tion between V − K and the surface brightness (Kervella et al.
2004). From this procedure, we find that the angular source
radius is θ∗ = 3.25± 0.34 µas.

In Table 3, we present the estimated angular Einstein radii
for the u0 > 0 and u0 < 0 solutions. Also presented are the rel-
ative lens-source proper motions in the geocentric, µgeo, and
heliocentric frames, µhel. They are determined by

µgeo =
θE

tE

πE

πE

(4)

and

µhel = µgeo + v⊕,⊥
πrel

au
, (5)

respectively (Gould 2004; Dong et al. 2009). Here v⊕,⊥ =
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FIG. 10.— Source location with respect to the centroid of red giant clump
(RGC) in the instrumental (I − H, I) color-magnitude diagram.

(0.3,26.0) km s−1 represents the velocity of the Earth motion
projected on the sky at t0. The presented angle ψ denotes the
orientation angle of µhel as measured from the north. We note
that the measured value of the relative lens-source proper mo-

tion, µgeo ∼ 3.9 mas yr−1, is smaller than ∼ 5 mas yr−1 of
typical lensing events. Especially, the heliocentric proper mo-

tion, µhel ∼ 2.8 mas yr−1, is nearly half of the typical value.
We will discuss the cause of the slow relative lens-source mo-
tion in Section 5.

4.2. Physical Parameters

With the measured angular Einstein radius and the mi-
crolens parallax, we determine the mass and distance to the
lens using the relations in Equations (2) and (3). In Table 4,
we list the masses of the primary, M1, and companion, M2,
of the lens, distance DL, and the projected separation be-
tween the lens components, a⊥ = sDLθE. Also presented is the
projected kinetic-to-potential energy ratio that is determined
based on the total lens mass M = M1 + M2, the projected sep-
aration a⊥, and the lens-orbital parameters ds/dt and dα/dt
by

(

KE

PE

)

⊥

=
(a⊥/au)3

8π2(M/M⊙)

[

(

1

s

ds/dt

yr−1

)2

+

(

dα/dt

yr−1

)2
]

. (6)

The lens system should meet the requirement (KE/PE)⊥ ≤
KE/PE ≤ 1.0 because otherwise the lens system would not
be gravitationally bound. It is found that the ratios are
(KE/PE)⊥ ∼ 0.45 for both u0 > 0 and u0 < 0 solutions and the
solutions meet the requirement. This value is also in the ex-
pected range 0.2. (KE/PE)⊥ . 0.5 for moderate eccentricity
binaries that are not observed at unusual viewing angles.

The estimated masses of the lens components, M1 ∼
0.34 M⊙ for the primary and M2 ∼ 0.17 M⊙ for the com-
panion, correspond to those of a mid and a late M-type main-
sequence star, respectively. Using the relation in Equation (3),
the estimated distance to the lens is DL ∼ 2.1 kpc. For the

TABLE 4
PHYSICAL LENS PARAMETERS.

Parameter u0 > 0 u0 < 0
M1 (M⊙) 0.34 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.04
M2 (M⊙) 0.17 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.02
DL (kpc) 2.14 ± 0.20 2.23 ± 0.20
a⊥ (au) 2.45 ± 0.23 2.43 ± 0.22
(KE/PE)⊥ 0.45 0.43

determination of DL, we use πS = au/DS with the distance
to the source estimated using the relation DS = dGC/(cos l +

sin l cosθbar/sinθbar) ∼ 8.06 kpc, where dGC = 8160 pc is the
Galactocentric distance, θbar = 40◦ is the bulge bar orientation
angle, and l = 0.58◦ is the Galactic longitude of the source.
(Nataf et al. 2013). The angular Einstein radius is related to

the distance to the lens by θE ∝ (D−1
L − D−1

S )1/2 and thus the
close distance to the lens results in the large angular Einstein
radius. Because tE = θE/µ, the long time scale of the event
is caused by the combination of the slow relative lens-source
motion and the large Einstein radius due to the close lens dis-
tance rather than the heavy mass of the lens.

5. DISCUSSION

Because the event time scale is related to the lens mass and
relative lens-source proper motion by tE ∝

√
M/µ, the long

time scale of an event can be ascribed to either a large lens
mass or a slow lens-source proper motion. For KMT-2016-
BLG-2052, it turns out that the long time scale of the event
is caused by the combination of the slow relative lens-source
proper motion and the close distance to the lens rather than
the heavy mass of the lens. Then, a question is whether KMT-
2016-BLG-2052 is an unusual case. A related question is
what the probability is for long time-scale events to be pro-
duced by very heavy lenses such as NSs and BHs. In order
answer these questions, we construct the probability distribu-
tions of relative lens-source proper motions and lens masses
for long time-scale events by conducting Monte Carlo simu-
lation of Galactic microlensing events.

The simulation is conducted based on the prior models of
the matter density and dynamic distributions and the mass
function of lens objects. We adopt the Han & Gould (2003)
model for the matter density distribution. In this model, the
disk and bulge follow a double-exponential distribution and
a triaxial distribution, respectively. The velocity distribution
is based on Han & Gould (1995) model. In the model, disk
objects move following a gaussian distribution with a mean
corresponding to the disk rotation speed and the motion of
bulge objects follows a triaxial gaussian distribution with the
velocity components along the axes determined based on the
bulge shape using tensor virial theorem. We use the initial
mass function of Chabrier (2003a) for the mass function of
Galactic bulge objects and the present-day mass function of
Chabrier (2003b) for disk objects. We note that the adopted
mass functions extend to substellar objects down to 0.01 M⊙.
Because stellar remnants can cause long time-scale events,
we include them in the mass function by assuming that stars
with masses 1 M⊙ ≤ M < 8 M⊙, 8 M⊙ ≤ M < 40 M⊙, and
M ≥ 40 M⊙ have evolved into white dwarfs (with a mean
mass 〈M〉 ∼ 0.6 M⊙), NSs (with 〈M〉 ∼ 1.35 M⊙) and BHs
(with 〈M〉 ∼ 5 M⊙), respectively (Gould 2000a).

In Figure 11, we present the distributions of the relative
lens-source proper motions (upper panel) and lens masses
(lower panel) for events with time scale tE ≥ 100 days. To
compare proper motions of long time-scale events with those
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FIG. 11.— Distributions of the relative lens-source proper motion µ (upper panel) and lens mass M (lower panel) for events with time scale tE ≥ 100 days. For
proper motions, we present two distributions where the shaded and unshaded distributions are for events tE ≥ 100 days and for all events regardless of event time
scales, respectively. For the lens mass distribution, the regions shaded by dark brown and black colors represent the distributions with lens masses ≥ 1.0 M⊙

and ≥ 3.0 M⊙ , respectively. The values of µ and M indicated by arrows represent the measured values of KMT-2016-BLG-2052L. In the mass distribution, the
peaks at M ∼ 1.35 M⊙ and ∼ 5 M⊙ are produced by neutron stars (NSs) and black holes (BHs), respectively.

of general events, we also present the proper-motion distri-
bution for all events regardless of event time scales. From
the comparison of the proper-motion distributions, one finds
that long time-scale events tend to have substantially smaller

proper motions, with a mode value of ∼ 0.8 mas yr−1, than

general events, with a mode ∼ 5 mas yr−1. The slow relative
lens-source proper motion of long time-scale events is most
likely caused by the chance alignment of the lens and source
motion. Considering that the measured lens-source proper

motion of KMT-2016-BLG-2052,µhel ∼ 2.8 mas yr−1, is well
within 2σ range of the distribution, the event is not an un-
usual case of long time-scale event. From the distribution of
lens masses, it is found that the probabilities that long time-
scale events are produced by lenses with masses ≥ 1.0 M⊙

and ≥ 3.0 M⊙ are ∼ 19% and 2.6%, respectively. This indi-
cates that the majority of long time-scale events are produced
by stellar lenses with masses . 1.0 M⊙. Considering that
events produced by heavy lenses comprise a minor fraction
of long time-scale events, it is essential to determine the lens
mass by measuring both πE and θE for the firm identification
of stellar remnants such as NSs and BHs.

6. CONCLUSION

We analyzed the very long time-scale binary-lensing event
KMT-2016-BLG-2052. We revealed the nature of the lens by
determining the lens mass from the simultaneous measure-
ments of the microlens parallax and the angular Einstein ra-
dius. The measured mass indicated that the lens was a binary
composed of M dwarfs. We found that the long time scale of
the event was caused by the combination of the slow relative
lens-source motion and the large angular Einstein radius due
to the close distance to the lens rather than the heavy mass
of the lens. From the simulation of Galactic lensing events
with very long time scales (tE & 100 days), we found that
long time-scale events tend to have substantially slow relative
lens-source motions than general events. We also found that
the probabilities that long time-scale events were produced by
lenses with masses ≥ 1.0 M⊙ and ≥ 3.0 M⊙ are ∼ 19% and
2.6%, respectively, indicating that events produced by heavy
lenses comprise a minor fraction of long time-scale events.
The results indicate that it is essential to determine the lens
masses by measuring both πE and θE in order to firmly iden-
tify stellar remnants such as NSs and BHs.
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